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 » ZipDri Encap TS is the only encapsulation cleaner 
that contains Tritanol™ - an integrated blend 
of specialized encapsulating polymers, organic 
sequestrants, and specialty surfactants. 

 » Tritanol™ helps separate ground in soiling from 
the carpet fiber, encapsulates soil and holds it in 
suspension, and makes it easier for subsequent 
vacuuming to extract more soil than conventional 
encapsulation cleaners.

If for any reason you are not thrilled with the  
performance of ZipDri Encap TS return it  
to your distributor and we’ll get you a  
product that does.

Directions:
As a low moisture encapsulation cleaner: 

1. Always pre-test all cleaning solutions in an inconspicuous area for 
colorfastness prior to application.

2. For normal soiling, mix one part ZipDri Encap TS with 32-64 
parts hot water (2-4 ounces of solution with a gallon of water) into 
a pump-up, electric, or battery powered pressure sprayer. For 
heavily soiling, mix one part solution with 16 parts water.

3. Apply the ready-to-use solution as a mist in a consistent, 
overlapping pattern. Use more solution in heavily soiled areas. For 
best results, apply with electric or battery powered sprayer.

4. Agitate the solution into the carpet with a counter rotating 
cylindrical brush machine, triple planetary rotary brush machine, 
oscillating or orbital agitation machine, or rotary shampoo brush.

5. If using ZipDri Encap TS with a bonnet pad system, mix solution 
8 ounces to a gallon, and apply to carpet and both sides of bonnet 
pad. Proceed to clean in normal manner rotating or changing 
bonnets when the pad stops absorbing soil.

6. Allow the solution to completely dry. To accelerate drying, consider 
the use of an axial, centrifugal, or downdraft air mover.

7. Vacuum the carpet thoroughly after the carpet dries or at the next 
scheduled interval.

For absorbent bonnet pad cleaning system: 
1. If using ZipDri Encap TS with a bonnet pad system, mix 8 

ounces of solution with a gallon of water into a pump-up, electric, 
or battery powered pressure sprayer.

2. Apply mixed solution to carpet and both sides of bonnet pad. 
Proceed to clean in normal manner rotating or changing bonnets 
when the pad stops absorbing soil.

3. Rinse off dirty bonnet in the mop bucket containing the clean 
water. Wring pad as dry as possible.

4. Switch to new bonnet as needed and continue process
5. To speed dry the carpet, buff with clean dry bonnets, turning and 

changing the bonnet often.
6. Allow the solution to completely dry. To accelerate drying, 

consider the use of an axial, centrifugal, or downdraft air mover.
7. Vacuum the carpet thoroughly after the carpet dries or at the next 

scheduled interval.

See the material safety data sheet at  
www.cleanmaster.com for safety  
and regulatory information.

Learn more, 
scan here

Available in: 1 Gallon; Case of 4 x 1 Gallon
Part number: 950-152-S, B

RTU pH  9.5-11.0

Commercial and 
Residential 
Synthetic Carpets

Used Straight
Powdered Granules
Use in waste tanks, 
hoses, or apply 
directly to carpet 

RTU pH 6.5
1:32 - 64
Commercial 
& Residential 
Synthetic & Wool 
Carpeting


